Abstract: This article reviews the size-dependent structural properties of ion beam synthesized Co nanoparticles (NPs) and the influence of ion irradiation on the size, shape, phase and structure. The evolution of the aforementioned properties were determined using complementary laboratory-and advanced synchrotron-based techniques, including cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy, small-angle X-ray scattering and X-ray absorption spectroscopy. Combining such techniques reveals a rich array of transformations particular to Co NPs. This methodology highlights the effectiveness of ion implantation and ion irradiation procedures as a means of fine tuning NP properties to best suit specific technological applications. Furthermore, our results facilitate a better understanding and aid in identifying the underlying physics particular to this potentially technologically important class of nanomaterials.
Introduction
In recent years the advantageous optical, electrical and magnetic properties of nanoparticle-based materials have made them the focus of an intensive research effort in a range of scientific disciplines. In particular, the drive for further miniaturization of electronic, magnetic and photonic devices has led to numerous experimental and theoretical efforts to understand the physical properties of various metal and semiconductor nanoparticles (NPs) with emphasis on the effects of size, shape and host matrix (see for example [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ). Furthermore, metallic NPs embedded in a dielectric host matrix (such as SiO 2 ) are of particular interest as their unique nonlinear opto-electrical properties have direct applications in nano-electronic devices (e.g., in optical memories, nonlinear waveguide devices and optical switches) [8] .
The size-dependent structural, and vibrational properties of metallic NPs differ considerably compared to those of their bulk counterparts. Such differences stem from a large fraction of surface atoms compared to the NP volume, or large surface-to-bulk ratio (SBR). The large SBR typically results in a depression in the melting temperature of metallic NPs [9] [10] [11] and structural deviations including reduced coordination number and increased structural disorder [12] .
Of the many different metallic NPs studied, Co NPs have attracted particular attention due to their size, shape, and phase-dependent magnetic properties [13, 14] leading to potential applications in biomedicine [15] and magnetic storage technology [16] . Co NPs can exist in either the hexagonal closed packed (HCP), face-centered cubic (FCC), body-centered cubic (BCC), or epsilon ϵ (similar to the β phase of Mn [13] ) phases, the relative stability of which depends on the route of formation [17] [18] [19] host matrix [20] [21] [22] and thermal history [23, 24] . Of these four phases, HCP has the highest coercive field [13, 25] and is thus the most obvious candidate for ultrahigh-density recording applications. Co nanorods and nanowires also exhibit unique perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, coercivity, remanence, and activation volumes that are heavily dependent on the nanorod length (or equivalently, major diameter) [26] . Novel methods to tailor and control the structure and shape of Co NP ensembles are thus of paramount importance if they are to be successfully implemented into future magnetic devices.
An emerging technique that is particularly useful in modifying the various properties of NPs is the combination of ion implantation and ion irradiation. Ion implantation is in fact a well established technique in the semiconductor integrated-circuit manufacturing industry and is now routinely used to introduce dopants, modify electrical properties and promote compound formation (to name but a few applications). As an ion passes through a solid, energy is transferred to the host lattice via interactions with target nuclei (nuclear energy loss (S n )) and target electrons (electronic energy loss (S e )). The S n and S e components of the stopping power of Au ions in Co as a function of ion energy are shown Figure 1 . The energy dependence of the two contributions are evident with S n dominating in the low energy ion irradiation (LEII) region (keV to low MeV), while above ∼30 MeV in the swift heavy ion irradiation (SHII) region the energy loss is predominantly S e .
In the LEII regime, collisions with target nuclei may result in the formation of amorphous zones/clusters [27] and the accumulation of such zones may produce the amorphous phase. The open nature of the diamond structure and poor damage regeneration due to directional bonding in bulk semiconductors enhances the irradiation-induced disorder leading to the formation of the amorphous phase. The close-packed, non-directional bonding in metals however have strong damage regeneration, and irradiation-induced disorder rapidly regenerates and amorphisation is generally not achieved.
In the SHII regime the ionization and electronic excitation processes are dominant. Two competing models are usually proposed to account for the formation of ion tracks and SHII-induced damage: the "Coulomb explosion" [28, 29] and "thermal spike" [30, 31] models. The former is based on the electrostatic repulsion between the ions generated in the wake of the incident projectile and can lead to the disruption of the initial position of lattice atoms. In contrast, for the latter, energy is transferred to the lattice via electron-phonon coupling and the resulting rapid increase in local temperature (or thermal spike) can yield a molten ion track of several nanometres in diameter [32] .
In this article, we review the effects of ion irradiation on the shape and structural properties of Co NPs in SiO 2 formed by ion implantation and thermal annealing. We identify various irradiation energy-dependent shape and structural changes demonstrating the usefulness of ion irradiation as a method of fabricating Co NPs with specific crystallographic phase, size and shape. The evolution of the NP shape and structure were characterized by cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM), small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). The experimental and analytical conditions are described in Section 2. In Section 3, we present a detailed characterisation of the as-prepared Co NPs. In Sections 4 and 5 we discuss, respectively, the effects of LEII and SHII on the crystallographic phase of Co NPs. In Section 6, we describe the effects of SHII on the shape and structure of the embedded NPs, and finally, in Section 7 we conclude.
Experimental Section
Co NP samples were prepared by implanting Co ions at either liquid-N 2 temperature or 400
• C into 2 µm thick SiO 2 layers thermally grown on Si (100) substrates. Implantation energies ranged from 416-1,400 keV with fluences varying from 3.8 × 10 15 to 3.0 × 10 17 /cm 2 . The resulting peak Co concentrations ranged from 0.3 to 9.0 at.% as calculated by TRIM [33] . Samples were then annealed at 800-1,100
• C under forming gas (5% H 2 + 95% N 2 ) for 1 h to promote Co precipitation and NP growth.
Selected samples were then irradiated at room temperature with 197 Au ions at energies of 9, 27, 54, 89, 110 and 185 MeV, where the ion penetration depth was beyond that of the NP distribution. The range, S e and S n for Au ions in a-SiO 2 and Co, as calculated by TRIM [33] , are listed in Table 1 .
The NP shape and size were quantified with XTEM and SAXS, respectively. XTEM samples were prepared entirely at or below room temperature to stem thermal effects. Electron transparency was achieved with conventional mechanical thinning, polishing, and dimpling followed by ion milling at liquid-N 2 temperature with 3.5 keV Ar ions at an incident angle of 4
• . XTEM bright-field images and electron diffraction (ED) patterns were acquired using a Phillips CM300 microscope operating at 300 kV. For the synchrotron measurements, two unique sample preparation methods [34, 35] were used to isolate the thin SiO 2 layer containing the Co NPs. For XAS samples, the Si substrate was initially removed through mechanical grinding and selective wet chemical etching with KOH, and then multiple NP rich SiO 2 layers were stacked together between two Kapton windows. As a consequence, considerable NP material was concentrated within the sample holder, scattering from the Si substrate was eliminated, and high-resolution measurements were enabled. For the SAXS measurements the thick Si substrate was thinned by mechanically grinding to a thickness of ∼200 µm. A concavity of ∼150 µm in depth was then formed in the Si substrate using a dimple grinder. The sample was finally placed in a KOH solution, and etched until a ∼1 mm window in the SiO 2 was formed. This sample preparation methodology results in a self-supporting and substrate-free NP rich thin SiO 2 layer for fast, high-contrast transmission SAXS measurements.
Bulk Co XAS standards were prepared by thermal evaporation of a Co film 250 nm onto a SiO 2 /Si wafer followed by the plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition of a SiO 2 capping layer. To produce HCP material, samples were annealed at 400
• C in N 2 to remove disorder and any residual FCC component. FCC material was prepared by rapid thermal annealing at 900
• C in N 2 followed by rapid quenching. The purity of each phase was confirmed with x-ray diffraction. Fluorescence-mode XANES and EXAFS measurements were performed at beamline 20-B of the Photon Factory, Japan. Samples were measured at the Co K-edge (7.709 keV) between temperatures of 15 and 300 K. Spectra were recorded using a 6 × 6 pixel-array Ge detector with the Si (111) monochromator detuned by 50% for harmonic rejection. Data were collected to a photoelectron wavenumber (k) value of 17Å −1 . For energy calibration, a Co HCP reference foil was simultaneously measured in transmission mode. Background subtraction, spectra alignment and normalization of the EXAFS data were performed with ATHENA [36] . The position of the Co K-edge was determined from the maximum of the first derivative of the absorption spectra. Isolated EXAFS spectra were then Fourier-transformed (FT) over a k range of 3.3-15.3Å −1 with an adaptive Hanning window and back FT over a non-phase-corrected radial distance (R) range of 1.6-2.7Å to isolate the first nearest neighbor (NN) shell. Structural parameters were determined with ARTEMIS [36] utilizing the IFEFFIT [37] code with theoretical scattering amplitudes and phase shifts calculated ab initio with the FEFF8 code [38] . The amplitude reduction factor (S 2 0 ) was determined for the HCP metal standard (0.80 ± 0.02) and then fixed for the subsequent fitting of all NP spectra. The energy shift parameter (E 0 ) was fitted for the standards and then fixed for the NP samples. The coordination number (CN ) was set to 12 for the FCC and HCP standards and fitted for the NP samples. The bondlength (BL), DebyeWaller factor (σ 2 ), and third cumulant (C 3 ) were also fitted. All data sets were fitted with multiple k-weights of 1-4 to reduce inter-parameter correlation.
For the measurement-temperature-dependent EXAFS analysis, the evolution of the first NN structural parameters was determined by analysing each data set over the 15-300 K temperature range individually with the CN and E 0 fixed to the values determined from the lowest-temperature data (15 K). The BL, C 3 and σ 2 were allowed to vary freely and the temperature dependence of σ 2 and C 3 were fit with a correlated Einstein model (Equations (1) and (2)) to determine the static and temperature dependent contributions to the total σ 2 and C 3 .
Transmission SAXS measurements were performed at beamline 15ID-D of the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne, IL, using 11.27 keV X-rays (1.1Å wavelength). The scattering intensity I(Q) was collected for 5 s at a camera length of 1,871 mm. A scattering spectrum from an unimplanted SiO 2 layer was subtracted from all NP spectra. The maximum entropy method (MEM) [39, 40] was used to determine the NP size distribution.
Formation of Cobalt Nanoparticles by Ion Implantation

Introduction
In this section, the evolution of Co NPs as a function of the formation conditions is characterised to identify the relative influences of the processing parameters. Using SAXS and XAS in combination with XTEM, the variation of the NP size, phase and structural parameters is investigated. EXAFS is also used to probe the vibrational properties of Co NPs and determine size-and phase-dependent Einstein temperatures.
Results
Representative XTEM images and corresponding volume-weighted size distributions determined from the SAXS analysis for three samples are shown in Figure 2 . The NPs shown in Figure 2 were formed by implanting (a) 3.0 at.% Co and annealing at 800
• C for 1 h; (c) implanting 4.5 at.% Co at 400 • C; and (e) 3.0 at.% Co and annealing at 1100
• C for 1 h. The NPs increase in size with concentration and annealing temperature. The NP sizes are listed in Table 2 (these samples will be used in later sections to demonstrate the various size-dependent responses of Co NPs to ion irradiation). In this section we only focus on samples that have been annealed after implantation, since the as-implanted samples have a considerable fraction of Co atoms in an oxidised state. The fraction of oxidised Co atoms were progressively converted to the metallic HCP and FCC phases with an increase in temperature. The relative fraction of HCP and FCC phases was governed by both concentration and annealing temperature [41] . Figure 3 (a-e) shows representative k 3 -weighted EXAFS spectra as a function of annealing temperature and implanted Co concentration. The amplitude increases with an increase in either parameter, consistent with the previously demonstrated increase in NP size. From a comparison with the two standards, the largest NPs are clearly bulk-like. Figure 3 (b-f) shows the corresponding phase-corrected FT spectra with refined structural parameters listed in Table 2 . As above, the FT amplitude increases with an increase in either temperature or concentration, due to an increase in average CN and decrease in structural disorder. The reconstructed interatomic distance distribution for selected samples is shown in Figure 4 following Reference [42] and using a photoelectron mean free path of 8Å, the latter following from [43] . This figure better demonstrates finite-size effects. The observed structural changes with decreasing NP size relative to the bulk standard are as follows: (a) the decrease in peak height (or lower coordination) stems from the under-coordinated surface atoms; (b) the increasing FWHM (or increasing disorder) results from the relaxation and reconstruction of the under-coordinated surface atoms; (c) surface-curvature-induced capillary pressure yields a BL contraction; and finally (d) the asymmetric bondlength distribution (or negative C 3 ) results from the superposition of the different BLs from the core and surface/interface (where the latter are shorter). For semiconductor NPs embedded in SiO 2 , simulations [44] and experiments [45] have demonstrated that the interfacial atom environment is highly distorted to accommodate material and bonding differences across the interface. Similar trends have been reported for other embedded elemental metal NPs [46] [47] [48] [49] . Temperature-dependent, phase-corrected FT EXAFS spectra are presented in Figure 5 for bulk HCP Co and both 5.2 nm and 2.8 nm diameter HCP Co NPs. The amplitude of the signal decreases with an increase in measurement temperature due to the increase in thermal disorder, while, as mentioned above, the amplitude for bulk material exceeds that for NPs at any given temperature due to the reduced CN and enhanced structural disorder associated with NPs.
For any given sample, the general increase in σ 2 and C 3 as a function of measurement temperature is due to an increase in thermal disorder. Included in Figure 6 (a,b) are fits to the correlated Einstein model [50] given for σ 2 and C 3 respectively as:
Here,h is Planck's constant divided by 2π, ω E is the Einstein frequency (
, µ is the reduced mass of the atomic pair under investigation, k ef f is the effective harmonic spring constant, β is the cubic anharmonicity constant, z = exp(−Θ E /T ) and T is the measurement temperature. The Einstein temperature is given by Θ E =hω E /k B where k B is Boltzmann's constant. σ 2 S and C 3S are the temperature independent (or static) contributions to the total disorder and asymmetry, respectively. Further discussion of the correlated Einstein model and application to various materials can be found in [42, [51] [52] [53] [54] . Table 3 (1) and (2)). Table 3 . Θ E , σ 2 S , k ef f , β and C 3S calculated from Equations (1) and (2). Experimental data comparing the vibrational properties of bulk HCP and FCC Co is appreciably scant. Our measurements suggest they are subtly different, with Θ E values of 295 ± 1 and 286 ± 2 K, respectively. If one considers the Θ E as a measure of effective bond strength [42] , the data presented herein is indicative of slightly stronger metallic bonds in the HCP phase compared to the FCC phase. The validity of such a difference is supported by our findings for 5.2 nm diameter HCP and 13.2 nm diameter FCC NPs which yield Θ E values of 291 ± 3 and 285 ± 3 K, respectively. Recall from Table 2 that the structural properties of these NPs were nearly bulk-like. Clearly their vibrational properties are also near bulk-like including the subtle phase-specific difference in Θ E . Finite-size effects are more apparent in the vibrational (and structural) properties of smaller NPs. The 2.8 nm diameter HCP NPs exhibit a Θ E value of 280 ± 3 K. Relative to bulk HCP material, the reduction in Θ E reflects a lower mean vibrational frequency and softening of the metallic bonds in the NP sample. Simulations for elemental metallic NPs show capillary pressure and disordered surface atoms shift the vibrational density of states (VDOS) in opposite directions-to higher and lower frequencies, respectively [55] . Our results thus indicate that surface/interfacial disorder is the dominant influence on the vibrational properties of Co NPs. A similar size-dependent trend in the Θ E values was reported for small FCC Cu and (recently) Ni NPs embedded in SiO 2 [49, 56] .
The temperature dependence of the C 3 values is shown in Figure 6 (b). At temperatures below 100 K the C 3 values are very small, though non-zero due to low temperature quantum effects and zero point motion [57] . From ∼150 K onwards C 3 increases in value. Similar trends can be observed across all bulk and NP data sets, each with a different constant offset due to different static contributions (C 3S ). Fitting results from the temperature dependence of C 3 with Equation (2) are tabulated in Table 3 . In general, the magnitude of both β and C 3S is greater for the NP samples relative to the bulk standards and, furthermore, increases as the NP size decreases. Again, these trends are attributed to the increase in SBR or equivalently the increase in relative fraction of surface/interfacial atoms with a distorted environment different to that from the (contracted) FCC or HCP NP core.
Figure 6(c) shows the evolution of the BL as a function of measurement temperature for all bulk standards and NP samples. The NPs are offset from the bulk standards due to the BL contraction discussed above. Figure 6 shows that the NPs exhibit less thermal expansion compared to the bulk Co standards and the effect is more pronounced for NPs of smaller sizes. Similar results have been observed for Pt [58] and Ge [45] NPs embedded in SiO 2 , where both studies demonstrated that the thermal expansion of the interatomic distances was lowest for small NPs and increased with increasing NP size. It was suggested that the SiO 2 matrix restricts the thermal expansion of the embedded NPs. The thermal expansion coefficient of SiO 2 is negative below 180 K and above this temperature becomes positive but low in value [59, 60] . Like the aforementioned studies, the reduced thermal expansion of the Co NPs is attributed to the restriction imposed by the surrounding SiO 2 matrix.
Summary
In summary, the influence of the processing conditions on the structural and vibrational properties of Co NPs has been investigated with SAXS, TEM, and EXAFS measurements. The NP size increased as a function of both implantation fluence and annealing temperature. Finite-size effects were readily apparent in the Co NP structural parameters including a reduction in average CN and BL plus enhanced structural disorder and asymmetric deviation from a Gaussian-like interatomic distance distribution. Using a correlated anharmonic Einstein model, subtle differences were apparent in the bulk HCP and FCC standards. Finite-size effects were also evident in the Co NP vibrational properties. A reduction in Einstein temperature or equivalently softer bonding relative to bulk material was measurable in the smallest NPs. The relative influence of loosely-bonded and under-coordinated surface/interfacial atoms on the VDOS must thus be greater than that due to capillary pressure.
Ion Irradiation-Induced Amorphisation of Cobalt Nanoparticles
Introduction
In this section, we discuss the effect of low energy ion irradiation on the size and atomic structure of Co NPs. The amorphisation of small Co NPs was readily apparent with low fluence irradiation. The NP shape, size, and structure were characterized by XTEM, SAXS and XAS, respectively. We have also performed MD simulations of the atomic structure for bulk amorphous Co for comparison with experimental results and have investigated the vibrational properties of amorphous Co NPs using temperature-dependent XAS measurements. Details of the parameters used in the MD simulations can be found in Reference [61] For this study, three samples with mean NP sizes of 3.7, 5.2 and 13.7 nm (the same samples shown in Figure 2 ) were investigated. Samples were then irradiated at room temperature with 9 MeV
197 Au ions to a fluence of 2 × 10 13 /cm 2 . With reference to Figure 1 , S e and S n are comparable. The energy loss in
Co is greater than in SiO 2 given the greater atomic number of the former (see Table 1 ).
Results
Figures 7(a) and (b) show XTEM images for unirradiated (c-) and irradiated (a-) Co NPs, respectively, confirming the spherical shape of the NPs before and after irradiation. The NP size is effectively unchanged from the unirradiated state (3.7 nm). The ED patterns collected for the c-NPs and a-NPs were radially averaged and the resulting intensity profiles are shown in Figure 7 (c). Indexing the ED patterns (peaks labeled A-E) yields the results listed in Table 4 and shows that the unirradiated c-Co NPs are comprised of a mixture of HCP and FCC phases. The well-defined peaks typical of randomly-oriented crystalline NPs vanish upon irradiation, consistent with (though not necessarily indicative of) the formation of an amorphous phase. Table 4 . d-spacings indexed for the 3.7 nm c-Co NPs in Figure 7 . Theoretical d spacings for bulk HCP and FCC Co are included for reference. demonstrates that the normalized size distributions are clearly Gaussian in shape. The average NP diameter before and after irradiation was 3.7 ± 1.0 nm and 3.6 ± 1.0 nm, respectively, and thus irradiation did not produce a change in NP size. These results agree well with the TRIDYN [62] simulations of Figure 9 for irradiation-induced atomic inter-mixing of a Co layer (3.7 nm in thickness) embedded in SiO 2 and irradiated with Au ions to a fluence of 2 × 10 13 /cm 2 at an energy of 5.3 MeV. The Au ion energy for the TRIDYN simulation was that of the Au ions in SiO 2 at the peak Co concentration (1 µm) in the NP sample. Recoiled Co, Si and O atoms slightly alter the Co atomic depth distribution leading to a less well defined Co/SiO 2 interface after irradiation. Inter-mixing of the matrix constituents and Co layer is clearly minimal and well below that required to stabilize the amorphous phase in bulk Co through the addition of Si and O atoms [63] . As such, it is argued that the irradiation-induced structural changes described below do not result from the presence of recoiled matrix constituents. As above, the nuclear and electronic energy losses are comparable. To identify if one or both energy loss regimes is/are responsible for the observed amorphisation would necessitate experiments as a function of Au ion energy. Figure 9 . TRIDYN simulation of ion beam mixing in a 3.7 nm Co layer embedded in SiO 2 induced by 9 MeV Au irradiation. XANES spectra for two bulk standards plus c-and a-Co NPs are shown in Figure 10 . The sensitivity of the XANES technique to valence state, crystallographic phase, multiple scattering effects (and more) makes for an effective means of "fingerprinting" the crystallographic phase of a material under investigation [45, 64] . The prominent features of the bulk HCP Co and c-Co NP spectra in Figure 10 result from multiple scattering resonances of the 1s photoelectron [20] . The a-Co NP spectrum (and those of disordered or amorphous materials in general) exhibits less fine structure due to the loss of such multiple scattering contributions [45, 65] . This spectrum is also similar to that reported previously for thin-film amorphous Co [66] . The changes in the a-Co NP XANES spectra (compared to the c-Co NPs and bulk HCP Co) are consistent with those observed for other transition metals including Cu NPs [67] and bulk amorphous Fe prepared sonochemically [65] . The observed changes are attributed to the disappearance of multiple scattering (MS) features and shape resonances associated with these MS paths in the amorphous phase. Figure 11 displays (a) k 3 -weighted and (b) FT EXAFS spectra, respectively, for the HCP standard and NP samples. The isolated EXAFS spectra were analysed following the methods described in Section 2, with the exception that the spectra were FT over a k range of 3.3-14.5Å −1 . Comparing spectra for HCP Co and c-Co NPs, the reduction in amplitude of the latter is due to a decrease in CN and increase in σ 2 , as listed in Table 5 . Such changes stem from finite-size effects as discussed in Section 3.
A further, more pronounced reduction in amplitude is evident in the a-Co NP spectrum of Figure 11 . Again a decrease in CN (due to less efficient atomic packing) and, to a greater extent, an increase in the σ 2 (due to greater structural disorder) drive this change (see Table 5 ). Furthermore, an increase in BL and a change of sign in C 3 are also observed. Similar structural changes have been observed in amorphous semiconductors [68] [69] [70] and attributed to, respectively, the increase in disorder intrinsic to the amorphous phase and the sampling of more anharmonicity in the interatomic potential. Comparing c-and a-Co NPs, the changes in all four structural parameters (CN , σ 2 , BL and C 3 ) are consistent with theoretical predictions for the amorphous phase of an elemental metal [71] . The trends in the structural parameters, including a BL expansion and a BL distribution skewed to longer BLs are in excellent agreement with recent investigations of ion irradiated Cu and Au NPs [67, 72] . The aforementioned studies also report a decrease in the CN and a significant increase in the σ 2 (∼3 times larger than the bulk) in the disordered phase. Note also the lack of scattering beyond the first NN shell in the a-Co NP spectrum is in stark contrast to the c-Co NP counterpart where contributions from the first four NN shells are readily apparent. Such a trend is typical of the crystalline-to-amorphous phase transformation [69, 73] and thus further supports the assertion of amorphous phase formation upon irradiation of c-Co NPs. Note that the CN for a-Co NPs listed in Table 5 is necessarily influenced by finite-size effects. Given the nil change in NP diameter upon irradiation and assuming (CN bulk a−Co /CN bulk c−Co ) = (CN a−Co N P s /CN c−Co N P s ), we estimate the CN of bulk a-Co should thus be 9.4 atoms, in excellent agreement with that previously determined for thin-film a-Co formed by vapour deposition and stable only at low temperatures [66] .
The amorphous phase is also observable for 9 MeV Au ion irradiated 5.2 nm HCP Co NPs as demonstrated in Figure 12 with the loss of structure beyond the first NN shell readily apparent. In contrast, large 13.2 nm FCC Co NPs do not transform after irradiation and higher NN peaks are still observable, indicating that the amorphisation process is size dependent. The large 13.2 nm NPs have structural parameters similar to the bulk and as discussed in Section 1, the amorphous phase formation by ion irradiation has not been achievable in bulk elemental metals. Figure 12 also indicates that the amorphisation process in Co NPs is potentially insensitive to the initial crystal phase, as both mixed HCP/FCC and pure HCP phase NPs both transform with irradiation. Further experiments on small FCC Co NPs would need to be performed to confirm this however. The interatomic distance distributions shown in Figure 13 were reconstructed from the EXAFS-determined structural parameters. This figure best illustrates the irradiation-induced changes and also enables direct comparison with MD simulations. Results are shown for the latter with a quench rate of 1.0 K/fs, typical for the relaxation of a collision cascade [27] . A slower quench rate of 0.1 K/fs yielded a nominally higher amplitude consistent with a slightly less disordered, more crystalline-like structure. Clearly the MD simulation agrees exceedingly well with the experiment, reproducing the amplitude, width and positive asymmetry of the distribution. The simulations and experimental data are also consistent with the experimental results shown in reference [66] .
As anticipated, Au ion irradiation of bulk HCP and FCC Co standards yielded no change in the structural parameters of these crystalline metals, consistent with the general inability to form an irradiation-induced amorphous phase in an elemental metal. Finite-size effects in the form of inherent structural disorder clearly play a significant role in enhancing the sensitivity of embedded NPs to ion irradiation. Though the surrounding matrix may aid in stabilizing the amorphous NP structure, measurements with large c-Co NPs discussed above demonstrate that the presence of the matrix alone does not yield amorphous NPs for the given irradiation fluence.
The thermal stability of the a-Co NPs was investigated via exsitu annealing of the as-irradiated EXAFS sample at temperatures of 100-400
• C for 1 h. Annealing at 100
• C yielded no observable changes in the FT EXAFS spectra (or in the calculated structural parameters), as shown in Figure 14 and Table 5 . Scattering contributions from beyond the first NN shell, as consistent with the onset of recrystallisation, were apparent at annealing temperatures of 200 • C and above. The spectrum following annealing at 400
• C is included in Figure 14 and structural parameters are included in Table 5 . As expected, the thermally-induced amorphous-to-crystalline transformation yields an increase in CN , a decrease in BL and σ 2 and a positive-to-negative change in value of C 3 . A component of residual disorder does however remain and thus higher annealing temperatures would be required to completely recover a structural state akin to unirradiated c-Co NPs (annealing of samples above 400
• C was not performed to maintain the integrity of the Kapton windows). Nonetheless, the ability to recrystallise the material further supports the assertion that the presence of recoiled impurities is not responsible for amorphous phase formation. The result described above for annealing at 100
• C is of technological importance, demonstrating embedded a-Co NPs are stable at and above ambient conditions, in contrast to thin-film a-Co [66] that recrystallizes at −52 • C. As such, there is potential to exploit the possibly novel optical and/or magnetic properties associated with the amorphous phase in devices operating at room temperature. For the NP samples studied herein, the surrounding amorphous SiO 2 matrix may well help to stabilize the amorphous phase. Furthermore, recrystallisation of the entire NP ensemble necessitates a nucleation event in each NP in contrast to a continuous thin film, where conceivably only a single nucleation event is required. Indeed, comparing the a-Co NP results here with those of thin-film a-Co suggests that the recrystallisation process of a-Co NPs is potentially nucleation limited. Temperature-dependent FT EXAFS spectra are shown in Figure 15 for samples of bulk HCP Co, c-Co NPs and a-Co NPs. As discussed above, the EXAFS amplitude is influenced by σ 2 which is comprised of static and thermal components. As the measurement temperature increases, so does the latter and as a consequence a decrease in amplitude is apparent in Figure 15 . Thermally-induced damping of the amplitude is more pronounced in the bulk HCP Co and c-Co NPs compared to that of the a-Co NPs. As shown below, this trend is characteristic of a greater Einstein temperature for the a-Co NPs. , assumed to be temperature-independent, while, for any given sample, the general increase in σ 2 as a function of measurement temperature is due to an increase in thermal disorder.
Also included in Figure 16 (a) are fits to the Einstein model defined in the previous section (Equation (1)). Calculated parameters are listed in Table 6 . Comparing the bulk HCP Co and c-Co NPs, the decrease in Einstein temperature (Θ E ) for the latter indicates the mean vibrational frequency has shifted to lower values. Such behaviour was attributed to the dominant influence of loosely-bound surface/interfacial atoms as discussed in Section 3, consistent with theoretical predictions [55] . Surprisingly, a significant increase in Θ E was measurable for the a-Co NPs. Though similar observations for a-Cu NPs have been reported [74] , intuitively one might expect the disorder inherent in the amorphous phase to produce a decrease in Θ E . (Compare, for example, bulk crystalline Ge (Θ E = 351 K) and amorphous Ge (Θ E = 343 K) [45] ). An increase in Θ E implies bond stiffening, where the latter can result from an enhanced compressive state [75] or inhomogeneous internal strain [76] . The results presented herein may again reflect the influence of the embedding matrix. With the measurable decrease in CN and increase in BL, a decrease in atomic density and increase in NP volume should accompany the crystalline-to-amorphous phase transformation for a NP with a fixed number of atoms. While the loss of atoms via recoils can lessen this constraint, the results presented herein suggest that the rigid embedding SiO 2 matrix may well impede NP volume expansion and as a consequence drive Θ E upward [77] . The temperature dependence of C 3 is given in Figure 16 (b) for all samples, obtained as above from individual fits to the first NN shell. Also included in Figure 16 (b) are fits to Equation (2) with the structural contribution to the asymmetry (C 3s ) and cubic anharmonicity constant (β) values listed in Table 4 . The values of C 3s and β for the a-Co NPs are significantly enhanced relative to the bulk HCP Co and c-Co NPs. For C 3s , such differences are attributed to the disorder-induced sampling of greater anharmonicity in the interatomic potential of the amorphous phase while for β the results simply indicate that the thermal evolution of the asymmetry in the interatomic distance distribution is more rapid relative to bulk HCP Co and c-Co NPs.
Summary
In summary, an amorphous phase stable at ambient conditions has been achieved in elemental Co through ion irradiation of small crystalline-Co NPs embedded in a SiO 2 matrix. Larger NPs and bulk crystalline FCC and HCP standards did not exhibit the same sensitivity to ion irradiation. The perturbed pre-irradiation structural state of the crystalline NPs was responsible for the observed sensitivity to ion irradiation, potentially coupled with an embedding matrix to aid in stabilizing the amorphous phase. The results presented herein for Co clearly demonstrate an amorphous phase can be formed in elemental metals other than Cu and the structural and vibrational properties of this amorphous Co phase were measured. The former were entirely consistent with theoretical predictions and MD simulations while the latter were characterized by considerable bond stiffening as attributed to a compressive state induced by the rigid embedding matrix.
Swift Heavy Ion Irradiation-Induced FCC-to-HCP Phase Transformation in
Cobalt Nanoparticles
Introduction
In this section we discuss the effects of SHII on the crystallographic phase of Co NPs embedded in SiO 2 . XAS is used in conjunction with ED to characterise the irradiation-induced evolution of the FCC-to-HCP phase transformation as functions of irradiation energy and fluence. The mechanisms potentially responsible for this change in phase are then discussed.
Large 13.2 ± 3.7 nm NPs (as determined by both TEM and SAXS) were prepared following the methods discussed in Section 2. The NP samples were irradiated at room temperature with Au ions at energies of 9, 27, 54, 89, 110 or 185 MeV, where the ion penetration depth was beyond that of the NP distribution. Au ion fluences ranged from 1 × 10 10 -2 × 10 13 /cm 2 . Table 7 and confirm the complete FCC-to-HCP phase transformation. No evidence of an oxide component was apparent in the ED data. Significant changes in the NP shape were also not apparent with TEM. At greater fluences (as discussed in the following section), the NP shape was progressively transformed from spherical to rod-like with a decrease in mean volume as a result of NP dissolution into the matrix, consistent with previous SHII studies of embedded Co NPs [78] . Table 7 . Figure 17 . Figure 18 (a) as a function of fluence. The smooth transformation from FCC to HCP Co is readily apparent. Circles represent the linear-combination fits to the experimental data and Figure 18(b) shows an example of the XANES fitting with separate FCC and HCP contributions to the spectrum for the 185 MeV, 1 × 10 12 /cm 2 sample. The XANES spectrum for HCP Co agrees well with previous reports [79] [80] [81] [82] . While multiple-scattering calculations for FCC Co predict the amplitude of the B feature should exceed that of the C feature [20, 83] , such a difference in relative amplitudes is not apparent in our XANES spectrum for FCC Co. However, the latter is consistent with XANES spectra for FCC Ni [84] and thin FCC Co films grown on (111) Cu substrates [85] . Figure 18 (c) shows that the most obvious difference in the XANES spectra of our two standards is the more pronounced depression between features B and C for the FCC phase. Nonetheless, fitting to quantify the HCP and FCC fractions was performed over the entire 7690-7760 energy range and thus included the additional phase-dependent features. The fraction of Co atoms in an oxidized environment was also quantified using XANES with approximately 5% of the Co atoms in a Co 3 O 4 -like atomic configuration after the complete FCC-to-HCP phase transformation. Furthermore, modelling of the XANES spectra demonstrates that the changes observable upon irradiation cannot be the result of Co atoms in an oxidized environment only and stem from the FCC-to-HCP phase transformation [86] . Energy (eV) Absorption (arb. units) (c) Absorption (a Figure 19 shows the HCP fraction as a function of fluence over the given range of irradiation energies. The fitted lines were generated with the overlap model [87] :
Results
where △C and C s are the relative and total increase in concentration of the HCP phase, respectively, ϕ is the irradiation fluence and σ is the interaction cross section for the phase transformation. The best fit was achieved with n = 1 and thus a direct-impact mechanism appears operative. For irradiation energies of 9-54 MeV, the rate of transformation clearly increases with energy, demonstrating the process is governed by S e . Above 54 MeV, the rate saturates and is independent of irradiation energy. Irradiation of bulk Co HCP and FCC standards (of thickness 250 nm) yielded no change in crystallographic phase. The FT EXAFS spectra for the bulk HCP, FCC, unirradiated and transformed NPs are shown in Figure 20 . Distinguishing between the FCC and HCP phase is difficult with EXAFS, as both have similar BL and CN in the first and second NN shells. One visible difference between the bulk HCP and FCC phases is an increase in amplitude for the fourth NN in FCC Co (Figure 20 ). This is a typical feature of FCC metals and is primarily due to the collinear multiple scattering of the photoelectron [88] [89] [90] . The slight decrease in amplitude of the first NN for the transformed NPs is due to a decrease in CN (10.8 compared to 11.3 for the unirradiated NPs) and increase in the static disorder (σ 2 S ). The decrease in the CN is the result of the ∼5% oxide and correcting the CN for this small component results in an increase to 11.2. As shown in Section 3, the FCC and HCP phases have different vibrational properties with Einstein temperatures (Θ E ) that differ by ∼10 K. As such, a change in phase to HCP should also yield an increase in the Θ E for the phase transformed NPs. The temperature dependence of the σ 2 is shown in Figure 21 .
The solid lines are the corresponding fits with Equation (1). The Θ E values and results form the EXAFS analysis are given in Table 8 . The Θ E and σ 2 s values for bulk HCP Co, bulk FCC Co and FCC NPs given in Table 8 Earlier observations of swift heavy ion irradiation-induced phase transformations in bulk metals [91] and oxides [92, 93] differ from the transformation reported herein. For example, Benyagoub et al. observed the transformation in zirconia and hafnia from a phase stable at ambient conditions to a high-temperature/high-pressure phase intuitively consistent with a rapid, post-thermal-spike quench [92, 93] . In contrast, Figures 17-21 demonstrate the opposite for Co NPs where an irradiation-induced transformation from FCC (stable at high-temperature/high-pressure in bulk material) to HCP (stable at ambient conditions in bulk material) is apparent. The FCC-to-HCP transformation in bulk Co is martensitic and only proceeds when, in the presence of external forces, a critical shear energy is exceeded [24] . In free-standing Co NPs [24] , this barrier (∼0.016 kJ/mol) can be overcome via the shear stress applied through mechanical grinding. In free standing SiO 2 films irradiated with swift heavy ions, large shear stresses result from the rapid thermal expansion of the cylindrical ion track [94] [95] [96] and depending on the energy of the incident ion, the single-ion induced local stress can be in excess of 300 MPa. The effects of both LEII and SHII on the stress state of constrained SiO 2 films have also been intensively studied [96] [97] [98] [99] . Two opposite trends in the stress state have been measured and are dependent on the irradiation temperature, energy and fluence. Low fluence irradiation results in a transformation from compressive to tensile stress. This transformation is due to the structural changes that compact the SiO 2 network. After a maximum tensile stress is reached, the stress relaxes back to a compressive state via Newtonian viscous flow and also saturates at a few hundred MPa. This saturation in compressive stress is a result of a dynamic competition between the generation of compressive anisotropic stress (with energy-dependent strain rate, or deformation yield) and stress relaxation due to Newtonian viscous flow. Thus, the shear stress in SiO 2 resulting from the formation of an ion track or the macroscopic build-up of stresses in the constrained SiO 2 host matrix may well drive the FCC-to-HCP phase transformation in Co NPs.
It was recently demonstrated that the radial density distribution of an ion track resulting from SHII is consistent with a frozen-in acoustic pressure wave [100] . Figure 22 compares the interaction cross section for the irradiation-induced FCC-to-HCP phase transformation for Co NPs in SiO 2 (derived from Equation (3)) with the irradiation-induced latent ion-track cross-section in SiO 2 (derived from SAXS measurements [100] ) as a function of S e . The two are reasonably well correlated though, as noted above, the interaction cross-section appears to saturate at high S e , potentially the result of a similar rate of stress generation at these high energies. For the irradiation energies used in this section, S e exceeded that necessary for molten ion track formation in SiO 2 (∼2 keV/nm [95, 101, 102] ). The transformation model described above does not necessitate molten Co and, in fact, thermal spike calculations [31] predict the threshold S e for a molten track in bulk Co is ∼30 keV/nm and, referring to Table 1 , melting is thus not anticipated at energies below 89 MeV for bulk Co. 
Summary
In summary, SHII energy-dependent changes in the crystallographic phase of Co NPs embedded in SiO 2 were observed. Prior to SHII, the NPs were FCC in phase. The complete FCC-to-HCP phase transformation was observed after low fluence ion irradiation. SHII of bulk FCC and HCP Co resulted in no phase transformation. The evolution of the HCP and FCC crystallographic fractions was quantified by XANES. The vibrational properties of the phase-transformed NPs were probed with temperature-dependent EXAFS measurements. The Einstein temperatures determined from the EXAFS analysis further confirm the phase transformation quantified by ED and XANES analysis. The irradiation-induced FCC-to-HCP transformation in the Co NPs was the result of a direct-impact, electronic stopping-power-dependent process attributed to the SHII-induced shear stress associated with the rapid thermal expansion about a molten ion track in SiO 2 .
Swift Heavy Ion Irradiation-Induced Shape and Structural Changes in Cobalt Nanoparticles
Introduction
In this section, the effects of SHII on both the shape and structure of embedded Co NPs in SiO 2 formed by ion implantation and thermal annealing are studied in detail. Results presented here also extend the previous work of D'Orléans et al. [78, [103] [104] [105] with the demonstration of various S e -dependent shape and structural changes.
Large 12.0 ± 2.3 nm Co NPs (as determined by both TEM and SAXS shown below) were prepared by ion implantation and thermal annealing. Samples were subsequently irradiated at room temperature with 197 Au ions at 27, 89 or 185 MeV over a wide fluence range of 10 12 -10 14 /cm 2 at normal incidence. Figure 23 shows bright-field XTEM images and corresponding minor and major dimension distributions for the Co NPs before and after 89 MeV SHII. The figure also demonstrates the Co NPs transform into nanorods along the incident ion beam direction, consistent with previous studies [78, 103] . The elongation process is clearly cumulative with samples requiring fluences of the order 10 13 /cm 2 (or ∼200 overlapping impacts for an ion track of dimension 9.8 nm). Included in Figure 23 (f) is a high resolution XTEM micrograph that shows a number of smaller spherical "satellite" NPs surrounding an elongated NP. Figure 23 (d,f,h) also show that the minor dimension distributions determined from the XTEM analysis are narrow and Gaussian in shape. The major dimension distributions, however, are considerably broader and Log-Normal in form. The evolution of the nanorod aspect ratio calculated from the XTEM analysis for the 89 MeV sample set is shown in Figure 24 . Each point in Figure 24 represents the mean value of the minor dimension for a given major dimension (±1 nm) and was determined by counting ∼600 NPs for each fluence. This figure demonstrates that there is a threshold (minimum) size for elongation of ∼6.5 nm for 89 MeV Au ion irradiation. NPs larger than this threshold elongate with ion fluence and the minor dimension saturates at approximately the same value as the threshold for shape transformation. The greatest aspect ratios were observed at intermediate fluences and with increasing fluence (>6 × 10 13 /cm 2 ) the aspect ratio decreased due to NP dissolution indicated with an arrow in Figure 24 . Complementary determinations of the nanorod minor dimensions and also the evolution of the small NPs were achieved via SAXS. The isotropic scattering from samples was analysed to determine the minor dimension. Figure 25(a) shows the background-corrected scattering intensity for the Co NPs as a function of Q following 89 MeV Au irradiation [106] . The oscillations in the scattering intensity at high fluences are indicative of a narrowing of the distribution. The reconstructed minor dimension distributions are shown in Figure 25 with increasing ion fluence is in agreement with the XTEM results presented above. The population of NPs with diameters <5 nm is attributed to the small spherical "satellite" NPs, apparent in the XTEM images at high resolution ( Figure 23(f) ). Although the XTEM size distributions include satellite NPs, the bimodal shape, like that in Figure 25 (b), is not apparent. Statistical limitations apply to the XTEM analysis with distributions generated by counting ∼600 NPs. SAXS, on the other hand, probes a much larger volume of NPs and is thus more reliable from a statistical viewpoint. The saturation in the minor dimension extracted from the XTEM analysis is plotted in Figure 26 as a function of S e in SiO 2 . The Au ion track widths determined for SiO 2 from SAXS experiments [100] are also included for comparison and indicate that the elongation is confined by the molten ion track. The SHII-induced shape transformation of Co NPs was first observed by D'Orléans et al. [78] . They attributed the elongation to NP melting and creep deformation induced by an overpressure due to differences in volume expansion and compressibility of the metallic NP and insulating host matrix. A stress-driven deformation of the SiO 2 matrix due to SHII-induced in-plane strain perpendicular to the ion beam direction has also been suggested as a potential elongation mechanism [107] . The latter leads to the well known "ion hammering" effect [108, 109] causing the anisotropic expansion of both bulk SiO 2 [95, 110] and colloidal SiO 2 [111, 112] perpendicular to the incident beam. The lack of NP elongation in the absence of a sufficiently thick surrounding matrix, as shown by Penninkhof et al. [113] , supports this theory. Calculations using a viscoelastic model [114] , however, show that the strain generated by the incident ions in the SiO 2 matrix alone is insufficient to deform the Co NPs. Furthermore, the strain mechanism cannot explain the observed S e -dependent saturation of the NP width.
Results
As discussed above, the correlation between the minor dimension and the molten ion track diameter shown in Figure 26 suggest that the elongation is confined by the ion track. We have recently reviewed the material-dependent saturation in the minor dimension for various metallic NPs and have shown that the energy deposited in the NPs also explicitly plays an active role in the elongation process (i.e., SHII-induced melting) [115] . Recently, thermal spike calculations have shown that Au NPs of certain sizes do in fact melt under SHII [116, 117] . The S e -dependent elongation of Co NPs presented here are hence potentially the result of a combination of NP melting and in-plane strain where the elongation is potentially a means of relaxing such strain [118] . The atomic environment of the Co NPs, as a function of SHII energy and fluence, was determined from XANES analysis, an example of which is shown in Figure 27 (a). Prior to SHII the NPs were FCC in phase. At low fluences, before any significant change in NP shape, the FCC-to-HCP phase transformation was observed, as presented in Section 5. Figure 27 (a) shows that with increasing fluence the NPs undergo further changes relative to the unirradiated and bulk spectra, including a decrease in intensity of the edge feature at 7,710 eV, a "smearing" of the features at 7,726, 7,730 and 7,760 eV and a shift of the absorption-edge to higher energy. All such changes are characteristic of oxide formation [119] . A linear combination fit of the XANES region was performed to quantify the fraction of Co in metallic and oxidised phases. Examples of the fitting are included in Figure 27 (a). The oxide phase is non-crystalline and has characteristic features of a "molecular oxide". In fact, the oxide structure observed from the XANES is similar to the as-implanted, NP-free state (labelled "oxide" in Figure 27(a) ). The metallic and oxide fractions are reported in Figure 27 (b) as functions of SHII fluence and energy. After high fluence irradiation the fraction of Co atoms in the metallic phase decreases with a concomitant increase in the fraction of Co atoms in an oxidised state. The increase in the fraction of oxidised Co atoms is attributed to the dissolution of the Co NPs. Figure 27 (b) also shows that the dissolution rate is enhanced with an increase in S e and thus the process is not ballistic.
The XTEM, SAXS and XANES results presented herein clearly demonstrate that the volume fraction of NPs embedded in the SiO 2 is not conserved upon irradiation in contrast to previous reports [78, [103] [104] [105] . Furthermore, SHII of thin 3d transition metal oxides and composite layers results in interface modification [120, 121] , phase formation [122] / transformation [123] and atomic mixing. In these studies, the interdiffusion / modification of the thin layers was found to be enhanced with an increase in S e and attributed to the interdiffusion of material within the molten ion track. The dissolution of the Co NPs quantified via the XANES analysis is also attributed to the molten state reactions within and around the molten ion track. The S e -dependent changes, specifically the increase in the dissolution rate for higher S e , are attributed to the S e -dependent temperature profile and molten ion track diameter leading to an increase in the dissolved fraction of Co in SiO 2 .
Structural parameters for the irradiated Co NPs were determined from EXAFS. Figure 28 XAS, like SAXS, is sensitive to the volume fraction of the different absorber-scatter environments present in a sample. For the irradiated NP samples, two different Co atomic environments have been identified with XAS: (i) metallic Co atoms from the NPs (made up of both large elongated NPs and small spherical NPs) and (ii) Co atoms dissolved in the matrix and bonding at the NP surface that increase in fraction with ion fluence. As discussed above, (i) is the result of the SHII-induced shaping while (ii) is attributed to the dissolution of the NPs with ion fluence. As discussed in Section 3, the σ 2 , BL, CN and C 3 are influenced by the Co NP size. The SHII-induced changes in these structural parameters with ion fluence are attributed to (i) and the increasing SBR for both the elongated and small NPs. Furthermore, the CN calculated from EXAFS is also sensitive to the fraction of atoms dispersed in the matrix as dimers/trimers [72] or in an oxidised state (ii) [46, 124, 125] . The fraction of oxidised atoms cannot be determined from the XTEM and SAXS analysis and are instead determined from the XANES analysis. The CN values shown in Figure 29 (d) have not been corrected for the fraction of Co atoms in an oxidised environment or for the fraction of dimers/trimers, and are thus considerably low. In addition, the presence of the dimers/trimers may also contribute to the observed BL contraction and increasing negative C 3 with ion fluence shown in Figure 29 .
Summary
In summary, various S e -dependent shape and structural changes in Co NPs embedded in SiO 2 were measured. XTEM and SAXS analysis revealed NPs below a threshold size remained spherical in shape and progressively dissolved in the matrix with increasing fluence. NPs above the threshold size transformed into nanorods with their major dimension parallel to the incident ion beam direction. The nanorod width saturates at a value that increases with S e and was directly correlated to the molten ion track in SiO 2 . The elongation mechanism was consistent with the elongation of a once-spherical molten NP confined to the diameter of the molten ion track in SiO 2 . The results demonstrate the usefulness of SHII as a technique for the fabrication of aligned, elongated NPs with specific dimensions.
The atomic-scale structure of the NPs as a function of SHII energy and fluence were determined by XAS. Prior to SHII, analysis of the XANES region demonstrated that all Co atoms were in a metallic environment. After SHII, however, two distinct environments gave rise to the observed changes in the XANES and EXAFS signals: Co atoms in a metallic environment attributed to the elongated and spherical NPs; and a non-crystalline fraction from oxidised Co atoms and clusters (dimers/trimers) dispersed in the matrix. Structural changes in the NP ensemble, including a decreasing BL and C 3 and increasing σ 2 with ion fluence, were attributed to the increasing SBR for the elongated and small spherical NPs while the reduction in the measured CN was attributed to the increase in the fraction of small Co clusters.
Conclusions
The results presented in this article represent a valuable contribution to understanding the relationship between the formation conditions and structural parameters of Co NPs formed by ion beam synthesis. Characterisation of the size and crystallographic phase-dependent trends has yielded further insight into the influence of finite size effects on the structural parameters like bondlength, coordination number and disorder, as well as the vibrational properties.
This work also contributes to a richer understanding of the mechanisms involved in ion-solid interactions on the nanoscale, with Co NPs showing a wealth of shape and structural transformations not observable in bulk. Highlighted examples discussed here include the size-dependent amorphous phase formation; the SHII-induced FCC-to-HCP phase transformation; and finally a multitude of SHII-induced shape and structural transformations. Our results demonstrate that the size, shape and structure of Co NPs can all be readily controlled by ion irradiation. Moreover, this methodology potentially represents an effective means of controlling the Co NP properties to best suit specific technological applications.
